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Most methods of assessment focus on assessing the written work pro
duced by the student in a task although some do allow scope for the
teacher's observations of, and conversations with, the student to be
taken into account.
There are various ways of measuring what a student has achieved on an
open task. Generally we shall call this 'assessment by outcome'.
Schemes for assessing open work vary in how much guidance they
provide for the assessor.
At one extreme, a piece of work may be given a level of grade without
any predetermined criteria being used. This is the case when a student
does an investigation as part of SMILE ^oursework. Using her know
ledge of the SMILE network of materials and her own judgement, the
teacher allocates a SMILE level for the work on the investigation.
At the other extreme, explicit criteria can be listed which refer to the par
ticular task being assessed. This is the case with GAIM 2 coursework
tasks. GAIM provides 80 of these to choose from, each one with its own
detailed assessment scheme based on trialling.
Most methods of assessment fall somewhere between these two
extremes.
Generally, some guidance is given on allocating a grade or marks.
Usually, this guidance lists categories which help the assessor to look at
different aspects of the work. These categories could be mathematical
processes like observing patterns and generalising, or they could be more
general processes like planning and presentation.
Often, when categories are given, there is a maximum number of marks
which can be awarded within each category.
One Mode 3 CSE provided the following categories:
• Knowledge • Inventiveness
• Understanding • Techniques and skills
• Communication
A maximum of four marks was available for each category, giving a pos
sible total of 20 marks. If a category was considered to be irrelevant to
a particular piece of work, the marks for the remaining four categories
could be scaled up so that a maximum of 20 marks was still possible.
In more detailed assessment schemes you will find guidance on how to
allocate marks within each category.
A scheme which used the category Communication gave the following
guidance on how to allocate marks within that category:
Marks
Clear, full explanation, well argued 4
Clear explanations but incomplete in places 3
Attempts at explanations but frequently not clear 2
Muddled explanations, unconvincing 1
No work presented or no explanation attempted 0

'SMILE: See Resource List (p. 126)
2GAIM: See Resource List (p. 124)
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